
PROFILE
My name is Rosie Trainor and I’m a 

second-year Hild Bede IR student,    and 

grew up in the Netherlands. I  joined DUCK 

in my first year as a member of the events 

team, and have this year taken over as 

Events Officer.  It  has been one of the 

most fun, challenging, and rewarding 

things I  have ever done, and I  am excited 

to hopefully continue my work in DUCK as 

president next year!   

Having been in this society for 2 years,  

and been on the exec, I  believe I  have the 

insight into what works and what doesn’t,  

and what changes we can make to make 

DUCK even more efficient,  reach more of 

the student population, and ultimately 

raise more for some incredible charities.  

-Led my school’s Social Events Committee 

-Went on a charity trip to India and 

fundraised 5,000 pounds 

-Ran the Great North Run and fundraised 

6,000 pounds 

-Member of DUCK Events team 2016/17 

-DUCK Events Officer 17/18 

-Volunteering in Colombia in 2018 
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CONTINUE.. .

ENCOURAGE.. .

EXPAND...

APPLY.. .

PROVIDE.. .

POLICIES
 

• to tighten our branding - update our website, coordinate when 

events are going live, invest in boosting posts, create more 

varied content, learn from other societies (DUCFS), professionalism 

to appeal to sponsors. Consider having publicity run ALL Facebook 

events to ensure this. 

• to look for sponsorship- start doing this now/over summer 

• to work with liaisons- solidify this relationship even more, 

invest more time and effort into them - improve communication 

with them, make them feel that they are more involved 

• to host termly Big DUCK meetings- make these more interactive 

and have more brainstorming sessions 

 

•  exec members to introduce new events and evaluate 

the success of old ones- CHALLENGES to introduce bungee jump, 

EVENTS to put on the DUCK FEST, RAG RAIDS to expand, CHARITIES 

to put on more fairs/do more campaigns 

• collaborations with other societies 

• teams to seek sponsorship for their own events i.e. DUCK FEST, 

and come up with strategy for how best to use it 

• inter-college rivalry with DUCK REPS - need a massive prize for them 

up for grabs at the end + some kind of on-going poll where we can 

see who is raising most! 

• college reps to attend a monthly exec meeting 

• existing/successful events- more college swaps, bigger venue 

for the ball, introduce a winer ball (?), etc. 

• all teams - more people involved, the more people we reach.  

• greater emphasis on effective altruism- decide over summer 

which charities we want to work with and WHY 

• our current sponsorship as effectively as possible- come up 

with a strategy for where we best can use it  

• one on one support for exec members- outside exec meetings 

• a gateway to the union and ensure exec members get the support they 

deserve from them 

• extensive hand-over documents from previous exec 

• confidence, ideas, innovation & overall support to everyone within DUCK.  


